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FIRST CIRCULAR
The Frank Laboratory of Neutron Physics of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (FLNP) is organizing the 9-th International Seminar on Interaction of Neutrons with Nuclei: Neutron Spectroscopy, Nuclear Structure, Related Topics (ISINN-9).

The Seminar continues the tradition of the FLNP annual workshops and seminars in the field. ISINN-9 will be held in Dubna, Russia from May 23 to 26, 2001. The expected number of participants is 120.

PROGRAM PROFILE:

- Fundamental properties of the neutron;
- Fundamental interactions & symmetries in neutron induced reactions;
- Properties of compound states, nuclear structure;
- Intermediate and fast neutron induced reactions;
- Gamma-decay of excited states;
- Nuclear fission;
- Neutron data for applied and scientific purposes;
- Methodical aspects;
- Physics of ultracold neutrons (UCN);
- Nuclear and related analytical techniques in environmental studies;
- ADS studies;
- Experimental program for IREN and n_TOF CERN sources.

The Seminar language is ENGLISH. Now the Advisory Committee is forming to provide the best level of discussions on seminar program for some specific fields.

THE SEMINAR INFORMATION

Three types of presentations are supposed: invited talks (30 min), oral contributions (15 min) and posters. Authors are requested to indicate their preferred presentation and answer the questions contained in the enclosed PARTICIPATION FORM. Foreign participants are asked to notify Mrs. V.K. Novikova of their VISA requirements and arrival/departure details. The participation form should be mailed or introduced via form on ISINN WWW page before 1 February, 2001 to V.N. Shvetsov or to V.K. Novikova.

The ISINN-9 proceedings (eight pages per contribution) will be published by the JINR Publishing Department. The Organizing Committee has a limited number of copies left to be sent on request.

One-page ABSTRACTS will be published by the beginning of the Seminar. Authors should prepare their abstracts in a camera-ready form according to the enclosed Instructions and mail or E-mail them (in any format) before March 1, 2001 to V.N. Shvetsov.

SECOND CIRCULAR will be E-mailed to ISINN-9 participants before March 15, 2001.

The registration fee is due to payment IN CASH at registration.

The Organizing Committee has very limited funds for financial support on personal requests (preference will be given to young scientists).

Excursions around Moscow and some places in Moscow Region will be organized for accompanying persons. There are also plans to organize a trip to Saint-Petersburg and back to Moscow after the Seminar. Those wishing to join the excursion(s) are asked to contact D.G. Serov (ISINN Organizing Committee member) by E-mail. The cost of excursion(s) is not included in the registration fee and will be specified later.

THE REGISTRATION FEE

The REGISTRATION FEE of $320-360 US (depending on accommodation) for participants and $160-180 US for accompanying persons includes car transportation from Moscow airport or railway station to Dubna and back, hotel accommodation with breakfast, break refreshments, Welcome party, Conference dinner, and a copy of Seminar proceedings.

The registration fee is due to payment IN CASH at registration.
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